PROTECTING CONNECTED
MEDICAL DEVICES
CONNECTED MEDICAL DEVICES ARE
A CYBER-SECURITY BLINDSPOT
The growing number of connected medical devices has exposed
hospitals to a new cyber-security challenge. Compared to other IT
systems, medical devices have a very long lifespan which means that
many of the devices in hospitals today were not designed with any
kind of inherent protection against the cyber-threats common to the
modern networked environment. Connected medical devices are
therefore much more likely to fall victim to malware and cyber-attacks
that exploit the vulnerabilities of their older operating systems.

Compromised medical devices act as a gateway for hackers to
access patient medical data and expose the organization to potential
service disruptions that could impact clinical care and patient safety.
From an IT perspective, connected medical devices appear as “black
boxes” making it nearly impossible for security teams to accurately
assess the cyber-risks and enforce security controls and policies to
mitigate the risks.

HEALTHCARE-DRIVEN CYBER-PROTECTION PLATFORM
FOR CONNECTED MEDICAL DEVICES AND IOMT
Cynerio’s network-based platform gives you data-rich visibility into the
function and behavior of every medical device, pinpoints the risks and applies
tailored protection to ensure operational availability and patient safety.

DEDICATED LAYER OF DEFENSE FOR
CONNECTED MEDICAL DEVICES
VISIBILITY INTO THE DEVICES
AND THEIR CONNECTIVITY

ONGOING ASSESSMENT AND
PRIORITIZATION OF CYBER�RISKS

PROACTIVE PROTECTION
AND ANOMALY DETECTION

Continuously discovers and
classifies all the connected
medical devices

Identifies risks and ranks their
severity based on vulnerabilities
and probability

Provides tailored protection per
device type, without interfering
with clinical workflows

Maps their network behavior
based on the context of their
communications

Indicates the potential impact per
device for PHI breach, service
disruption and patient safety

Accurately detects known
and unknown threats based
on healthcare context
behavior analysis

Technology
Cynerio is a passive, nonintrusive, network-based solution. It is comprised of a Collector unit, which
physically connects to a core network switch, and a Cloud environment in which deep analysis of
anonymized metadata is performed.
Discovery: As a first step, and then
on an ongoing basis, Cynerio
automatically identifies all devices
in the medical ecosystem of the
hospital, understands how they
interact with peer devices and with
which protocols, detects their
operating system and inherent
vulnerabilities,
and
identifies
whether they directly impact
patient care or if they hold patient
data.
Discovery is non-intrusive and mirrors network activity in real-time. It is event-driven and continuous,
such that network changes are always up-to-date, reflected in network mapping and alerted to
appropriate personnel or third-party information security vendors.
Protection: After initial discovery Cynerio continuously monitors network behavior in context of its
clinical workflow and detects and reports anomalies in real-time – either to relevant personnel or to
third-party cyber security vendors.

